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Every tree in San Francisco will soon be accounted for online, thanks to a new, Wikified project that aims to
plot them all.

The Urban Forest Map will officially launch Wednesday, drawing on tree information collected by the city
of San Francisco and Friends of the Urban Forest, a non-profit group. Though the project is getting its start
in the Bay Area, the site will head to other major cities in the coming months.

“We’re going to publish the most up-to-date data from our data sources. Then, from that point on, we’re
going to allow the community to add and edit and update that information,” said Amber Bieg, the project
manager of the Urban Forest Map project. “It’ll become a tree census from the community and function like
a Wiki.”

The new website combines two trends: citizen science and local data projects. In the past several years, sites
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like EveryBlock and Yelp have had tremendous success collecting and presenting information about cities
from the people, businesses, and governments there. Meanwhile, all kinds of citizen science projects have
had success tracking birds and sorting through pictures from space.

Amber Bieg has been working on the urban forest mapping idea for five years.

While questions about the usefulness of citizen-acquired data dog some of the efforts, photographing and
tagging the trees in your neighborhood may be a perfect application for citizen science. Conducting tree
surveys is expensive for local governments, costing $3 per tree, Bieg estimates.

“If you are LA and you have 10 million trees, you’re spending 30 million dollars,” Bieg said. “That’s bigger
than the entire urban forestry budget.”

Bieg got the idea for the project five years ago while she was planting trees in the famed North Beach
neighborhood of San Francisco.

“I had this epiphany,” Bieg said. “It was really inefficient for one individual or even a group to go out with
GPS units and survey trees.” Instead, the people of the community could survey their own trees.

So, she teamed up with ecologist Kelaine Vargas and had the online tools built that would allow everyday
people to participate in a tree survey. “It’s projected that San Francisco has hundreds of thousands of trees,
and we only have 90,000 in the database,” she said. “We’re counting on people to help us improve that
data.”

Built with open-data principles in mind, all of the tree information collected will be available for city
officials and developers to play with.

The better the data about trees, the easier it is to design good policies, said Kathy Wolf, a research social
scientist at the National Forest Service and the University of Washington.

“Local government can introduce policy to promote urban forestry but government just does not have the
resources to follow through and do the work, and that’s where these citizen mapping projects are extremely
helpful,” Wolf said.
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For example, in Seattle where Wolf works, “There are thousands of people, hundreds of organizations.” But
at the aggregate level, city planners and ecologists don’t know if the organizations are working together or
in alignment “with any ecosystem policy.” New York’s urban stewardship program is leading the way
toward figuring out how to incorporate community data into government plans.

Bieg and Vargas said New York City could be the next place they launch the Urban Forest Map.
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WiSci 2.0: Alexis Madrigal’s Twitter, Tumblr, and green tech history research site; Wired Science on
Twitter and Facebook.
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Posted by: MJZimmer88 | 04/21/10 | 2:08 pm |

Word of advice: Make an app for that. Open it up to iPhone users everywhere, and california, new england,
the northeastern tri-state area, and florida will have every tree in the major cities tagged in under 2 years.

Posted by: bruno | 04/21/10 | 3:07 pm |

“While questions about the usefulness of citizen-acquired data dog some of the efforts.”
.
I’m gonna go a step further and question the value of ANYONE counting urban trees. Whether it’s $3.00 of
$.30 per tree, I can’t imagine any application of this data that warrants such an expenditure of money and
labor. If there is, someone please enlighten me.

Posted by: malcolmkw | 04/21/10 | 3:32 pm |

@bruno: Before I worked for the Parks department in my hometown I would have thought the same thing.
The fact is a full grown tree can be worth tens of thousands of dollars. When you think about it that way it’s
important to know where those valuable assets are and how to best care for them.

Posted by: Alexis Madrigal | 04/21/10 | 3:42 pm |

@bruno: Take a look at the site. Trees provide all kinds of valuable ecosystem services. It may sound silly,
but well-placed shade trees reduce energy consumption.
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Posted by: Pawnder | 04/21/10 | 4:23 pm |

I have to agree with bruno. I have done landscaping but nothing on a huge level as counting all the trees in
a city but $3.00 a tree can not cost that much. If you have over a million trees that’s over 3 million bucks
but is this done every year or just until they are all counted and are they surveyed year after year, how much
does that cost plus the rate at which old trees die and new seedlings grow, is that done year after year too
and how much does that cost per tree.

Posted by: DrNeroCF | 04/21/10 | 5:14 pm |

The sudden urge to count all of your trees is a clear symptom that YOU DON’T HAVE ENOUGH TREES.

Posted by: omems | 04/21/10 | 6:18 pm |

I don’t get it either.
@malcolmkw & Alexis: I agree those goals are desirable, but how does having a tree-by-tree census do a
better job of that than a rough map of where things are?
If you’re tailoring care/treatment by location, other than perhaps estimating the volume of treatment needed,
I can’t see how knowing exactly how many trees there are would be any help. Even at this low, distributed
cost.
And while trees obviously have an economic value, what are you going to do with knowing where there
are? On the business side, yes someone needs to be keeping track of how much money is spent on tree
planting/care and to generally audit the actual procurement allocated for, but that could be done in the
warehouse when they’re delivered.
It seems to me more a solution in need of a problem. But at least they’re not playing Farmville.

Posted by: frbhg | 04/21/10 | 6:25 pm |

@bruno & Pawnder: Since trees are a resource to be managed, having an accurate census of them helps
effectively manage them. The beauty of this project is that after the initial census, there’ll be no need to
repeat it. As trees come and go, those near them will update the census in real time.

Posted by: omems | 04/21/10 | 6:39 pm |

From their website:
“where the trees are, what species are represented, how old and healthy they are,
the distribution of trees geographically — has great value for planners, city
foresters, ecologists, landscape architects, tree advocacy groups, and residents, too.”

I don’t immediately see the greatness of that value, but after thinking about it a bit longer, maybe I can see
some prospects for usefulness.
Density, maybe combined with a topological map might help in planning firefighting strategies,
though I’m not sure you couldn’t do the same thing on the ground just by looking at, say, a hill full of trees.

If you had species distribution and density information, you could (possibly) model
disease propagation. That might be cool. Age and health would also play into that, but I don’t see that
information
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on the (few) trees I clicked on.

However, I can’t figure out what city planners would do with that info other than brag or make dubious
claims about how
green they are.

Nonetheless, I respect the notion that observation is the first step toward understanding, and frequently
inferences
from large data collections come from completely unexpected places. So if they’re willing to do the
legwork, good for them.

Posted by: KelaineVargas | 04/21/10 | 8:35 pm |

I’m the Urban Ecologist on the project and am very interested in the feedback here. A few thoughts:
@MJZimmer88: We’d like to do the iPhone app very soon and are hoping to find a bit of funding to make it
happen. I agree that it will make all the difference.
@Pawnder: A proper inventory of trees costs about $3/tree because certified arborists visit each tree,
measure it’s height and diameter, check for diseases and pests, and usually check a bunch of stuff like
sidewalk damage/utility line clearance, etc. The cost is why almost no one ever does a real inventory, and
therefore cities often have no idea of the condition or even the state of their urban forest.
@bruno and omems: Just a few practical applications for this information: (1) There are a number of
devastating pests and diseases spreading across the US that were brought in with exotic species (pitch pine
canker, Dutch elm disease, Asian longhorn beetle). The Urban Forest Map has a space for people to add an
alert that your tree looks like it is suffering from some kind of pest or disease. This kind of crowd-source
data could be extremely helpful for tracking and stopping diseases. (2) Cities and nonprofits often receive
grants for planting trees from foundations, bonds, or corporations. Where should they focus their efforts?
Ideally on the neighborhoods with the fewest trees or those where trees are aging and nearing the end of
their lifespans. The Urban Forest Map will help clarify where those areas are.
@Alexis: Thanks for a great article!
I’ve hogged the stage for long enough here. Back to you all–and thanks for the feedback!

Posted by: promiL | 04/21/10 | 9:37 pm |
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